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LABVIEW CONTROLLED AUTOMATIC SOLAR CELL POSITIONING
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Abstract: This work presents the automatic control of the solar cell position function of the maximum
illumination. The laboratory setup was done using a stepping motor controlled via the parallel port for solar
cell positioning and a XY-recorder for sun movement simulation. The whole system was controlled using a
Virtual Instrument (VI) LabVIEW program. This application will be integrated in a Remote Controlled
Laboratory in development at the Department of Physics of “Transilvania” University from Bra-ov.
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1. Introduction
Three years ago, at "Transylvania" University of
Brasov-Romania, was started the preliminary
research to build in Graphical Programming
Language G (LabVIEW from National Instruments)
a first Remote Controlled Laboratory. Our main idea
was to use an easy programming language for all our
fast developments needed in Physics Department
(research, education, laboratory, testing...).
To achieve these objectives we have developed a
high range of applications:
Equipment controlling via different type of
interfaces (GPIB, Serial, Parallel...);
Programming and data calculations for
research;
Simulated applications for teaching use;
Remote controlled works (in research and
education);
Visual and remote control laboratory.
All of these applications were developed in the
"Center for Valorization and Transfer of
Competence" CVTC - started in the same time - in a
frame of TEMPUS project.
Now - with the new and easy to use Web
Publishing Tools from the last release of LabVIEW

6.1 and using a low price WebCam controller (able
to create web pages and to broadcast the data) we
can develop nice Web controlled applications.
These applications - put together the force tasks of
the LabVIEW instrument control and development
with the possibility to "on-line" application
monitoring.
This type of applications (simulated or Web
distributed) can be used with the free LabVIEW
Player and/or the Run Time Engine downloaded
from National Instruments site:
(http://digital.ni.com/softlib.nsf/websearch).
Was proved in a lot of publications that
LabVIEW offer an extremely flexible programming
and presentation support for data acquisition and
computation. We try to extend this capability in the
research and teaching field.
Considering these aspects we build our
application in LabVIEW:
Parallel port stepper motor control ;
Signal generator for XY control (light
movement simulator);
Automat positioning control;
Web publishing tool.
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Fig. 1 Transformed XY recorder
2. Laboratory setup
We developed all the works using an old
laboratory XY recorder (Fig.1). This recorder was
controlled by a National Instruments Data
Acquisition Card (DAQ) LabPC+, where the pen
was changed with the light bulb.
The Fig.1 presents the experiment image:
1) The support for the solar cell tied up by
the stepper motor axle.
2) The connector for the parallel port.
3) The light bulb for the simulation of solar
movement.
A virtual instrument Generator.vi, written in
LabVIEW, generates the desired signal that moves
the light.

Fig. 2 Stepper motor controller

In the same time we build and integrated inside
the XY recorder the parallel port controller for 2
stepper motors (the electrical diagram presented in
Fig.2).
In the presented experiment we used only one
controller and the corresponding software developed
in LabVIEW. This VI can be used independently of
the general application and its “Panel” and
“Diagram” are presented in Fig. 3 a,b.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3 Stepper motor controller

followed by six steps on the right simultaneous with
the measuring of tension on the cell.
Then, the maximum of measured tensions it is
find out by finding the number of steps with whom
the cell must be rotated backward.
The interval between two consecutive searches
can be conveniently set.
The maximum tension found at each search it is
memorized and presented on a graphic (6) and by
doing so, we are able to monitor the tension
evolution during a day or on larger time intervals, in
the case of using he measuring system for the light
received from the sun.
In order to verify the system, a controller has
been introduced, used for blocking the bulb’s
movement, verifying the stability of cell’s
positioning.
Controllers and indicators for program setup:

3. LabVIEW controlling
The stepper motor controller was integrated in
some controlled loop software developed for solar
cells automat positioning for maximum light
exposure. This system – remote controlled –
simulates the sun movement using the plotter and
changes the solar cell orientation continuously for
maximum efficiency (Fig.1).
The general application integrates all the vi’s:
DAQ card control;
Stepper motor control;
Automation;
Cell monitoring
and permits Web remote control of the system.
In Fig. 4, as can see, we present the
SolarCellControler.vi (Panel and Diagram). This
Virtual Instrument offers the flexibility to control
and monitor: the cell tension, initial maxim detection
and the control for maxim output tension.
The included program feed-back applies the
necessary correction for correct cell positioning (at
the maximum generated tension).
The positioning of the solar cell has the
following phases.
In the first phase (the initialization phase), the
light bulb is positioned in the initial state and the
maximum tension generated by the cell when it is
rotated with 180° it is found. Then, the cell it is
oriented on the position of the found maximum
tension.
The second phase starts the application that
generates the tension of the bulb positioning in order
to simulate the solar movement.
The cell positioning after the source of light it is
being done in the third phase.
The finding of optimal orientation it is being
done by rotating the cell with three steps on the left

1) Controllers for setting the data acquisition
board for measuring the tension generated by the
solar cell:
Selecting the DAQ board;
Selecting the measuring channel;
Selecting the sample rate;
Selecting the number of samples and
Indicator for the tension on the cell.
2) Controllers for setting the parallel port:
Address;
Pins state.
3) Controllers for setting the data acquisition
board to generate the required tension to position the
bulb on the xy recorder:
Selecting the generating channel;
The number of samples;
The maximum tension generated;
The number of cycles made by the bulb;
The time of executing the number of cycles.
4) The graphic for visualizing the tension on
the cell in the phase of initialization.
6) The monitoring of tension on the cell during
the measurements.
5) The tension in the phase of cell positioning.
7) Controllers for blocking the bulb in a fixed
position.
8) The time between consecutive positions of
the cells.
In the figure (Fig. 5) we present the block
diagram of the entire experiment.
4. Remote control and visualisation
The remote control developments were done to
develop some simple Web control and visualisation
applications. We used the new and easy to use “Web
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Fig. 4 Solar Cell Controller
Publishing Tool” facility from LabVIEW 6.1
release. With this tool we can easy integrate in a
Web page the Panel of any LabVIEW Virtual
Instrument (VI) and bring the control over the
INTERNET. Supplementary, we have introduced in
the same page the video image published by Active

WebCam software (a fast, reliable and low price
video streaming application).
Active WebCam captures images up to 20
frames per second from any Video for Windows
device including Video Cameras and USB cameras
and broadcasts them either from your computer or
through any FTP server. Viewers can watch real

video, not still images like in other software. The
captured video can be viewed using any Internet
browser, no plug-ins or downloads required. When
the program detects motion in the monitored area, it
can sound an alarm, e-mail you the captured images,
start broadcasting or record a video. The program
has features to add text captions to the images, to
place a date/time stamp on each video frame, and to
adjust the frame rate, picture size, and quality
settings.
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Fig. 5 Block diagram
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